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TTTTTaaaaabbbbble Lamp le Lamp le Lamp le Lamp le Lamp AssembAssembAssembAssembAssembllllly y y y y (Fig 1.)

Components needed for the assembly of  the electrical portion of  the Table Lanterns are shown at the bottom of  page 4.

1. First make the three panels needed for the front and back sides of  the lantern. We recommend the sides be 6” wide and 12”
tall, but you can make your lamp any size you like. All three panels have to be bordered around the outside with foil. We
recommend 7/32” for best results. (Fig. 2.)

2. Tin the edges of  all three panels with solder. Once assembled the inside edges where panels are joined cannot easily be
reached with the tip of  the soldering iron and pre-tinning the edges insures that the patina will take to all the edges evenly.

3. Stand two panels upright (Fig. 3.) and with a 3” x ½” strip of  poster board creased in the middle and two paper clamps, hold
them together. Position the third panel, and using the same technique secure the other two corners. Make minor adjustments
to the clamps and panels until the inner edges of  the panels are in alignment and there is a “V” opening at each corner.
Gently align the bottom edges of  the panel so all sides are uniform. Be sure the top edges of  the panels are at the same
height.

4. Flux the vertical seams where the panels come together. With a drop of  solder on the tip of  your soldering iron join all three
panels on top of  the corners. (Fig. 5.)  After joining the tops, gently adjust the bottom of  each vertical seam and tack the
bottom corners one at time in turn until all three are done.  With just a drop of  solder tack one or two places along the side
for stability. Repeat this tacking on all three vertical seams.

5. Remove the paper clamps and poster board pieces. Lay the lantern flat on one side. When laying flat on one side, one of  the
seams will be on top. (See fig. 6.)  Holding the soldering iron thin edge down, turn down the heat of  the iron so that solder
melts but doesn’t run. Take a gather on the end of  the iron and begin building a bead along the seam. If  there are spaces
between the edges of the panels, trim and lay a strip of foil along the length of the gap and solder it in place to keep the
solder forming the bead from dripping through.  Use a chopping motion, pausing for 2~3 seconds between solder applications,
to add and smooth the solder on the seams. DO NOT run along the length of  the seam. Going along the seam will overheat
the solder and cause the line to stay flat and run out between the glass panel edges.

6. After soldering all three seams, run a rounded bead on the foil on the top and bottom edges of  the glass to reinforce them.

7. Prepare the legs of  the lamp by cutting three 4” lengths of  1/8” diameter steel rod. Steel wool the full length and end of  each
steel leg until it is clean, shiny and free of  oxidation. Lay down all three legs together, side by side and with a marker draw
a thin line across all three rods in the middle to mark the soldering position. (Fig. 8.)

8. Lay The lamp on towels, books or other materials so that one seam is down on the bottom and the end of the lamp is angled
up at a low angle so you can see down the inside of  the seam. (See Fig. 7.) With one hand hold the leg rod flat along the
inside of the seam with the marker mark in the middle of the foil line on the bottom edge of the panel intersection, then tack
the top of  the rod in place with a drop or two or solder. (Fig. 4-A)  NOTE: DO NOT form a large glob on top of  the leg to hold
it in place. Only a small uniform tack drop is necessary. When installing the spider to hold the electrical, the arms of  the
spider will need to sit on top of the tack on the top of the leg. (Fig. 4-A).

9. Stand the lantern on end upside down and build a small mound of  solder connected to the outer seam to give the leg
        strength and support. (Fig. 4-B upside down.) The top tack holding the leg is not strong. This bottom mound of  solder
        tack is the main leg support. Be sure the solder completely surrounds the leg (360°)

10. After attaching and soldering all three legs in place, stand the lantern right side up and lay the 3-pronged spider on
        top. Mark the ends of  the spider and cut them so when lowered into the top of  the lantern the spider sits securely on
        top of  the legs. Tack solder the spider in place. (Fig 4-A.)

11. Wash, patina and polish the lantern.

12.   After finishing the lantern, prepare a triangular wood base, (8” on a side.). Finish if  desired. Next, place the lantern on
        top of  the finished base and very gently press down from the top to make a small depression under each leg.
        Remove lantern from the base and drill three 1/8” deep holes.

12. After assembling and installing the electrical components (Fig. 2.) place a single drop of glue in each hole in the
        base, set your lantern on the base and you are done.
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